PMG Indoor Wallmount with digital display

Durable design with maximum advertising potential!

Ideal for any public high traffic indoor areas, including school campuses, gyms, arenas, stadiums, convention centers and more!

Features

• Integrated digital display with video and slideshow capabilities.
• Slideshow can be controlled remotely for easy changing of images on display.
• Sensor-activated bottle filling station.
• 1.1 gallon per minute quick fill rate.
• Vandal-resistant build.
• High quality materials used to bring colors and graphics to life.

Dimensions
Height (from floor): 63.4"
Length: 17.9"
Width: 18.5"

User-friendly push button activation

Large canvas to advertise!

Model: PMGWMBF
PMG Indoor Wallmount
with digital display
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REDUCE HEIGHT BY 3” FOR INSTALLATION OF CHILDRENS ADA COOLER